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Meaning and Principles of al-Ta’w┘l in al-Ghaz┐l┘’s 

Thought 

Drakshan Azam* 

Meaning of Al-Ta’w┘l and the Associated Expressions: 

Al-ta’w┘l in Arabic language is from the verb aww┐la, 

yua’wwilu, ‘to return’ to some thing or from iyy┐lah‘ to put the things 

rightly’, so it is verbal noun which means to clarify, or to interpret.
1

In 

Mu‘jam it is defined as ‘coming back to original meaning’.
2

In the Holy 

Qur’┐n it comes: “And none knows its hidden meaning except Allah. 

And those who are firmly grounded in knowledge” (3:7), it also occurs 

in the sense of analysis of dreams,
3

 explanation of an incident,
4

 

consequence,
5

 and concealed understanding.
6

 In a ╒ad┘th it comes as a 

prayer for Ibn ‘Abb┐s that Allah may bestow wisdom and inculcate the 

ability of interpretation.
7

 

Meaning of al-ta’w┘l is best illustrated when compared with al-

tafs┘r appearing once in the Holy Qur’┐n.
8

Al-tafs┘r is commonly used 

for the commentary of the Qur’┐n and is from root fasara which means 

to clarify words.
9

 Scholars differed as regard to their meaning and 

relationship; whether they are synonyms or not. Al-Suy┴═┘ (d. 911 H.) 

and al-Zarkash┘ (d.974 H.) elaborated the opinion of those who 

maintained polarity, for them al-tafs┘r is general as compared to al-

ta’w┘l, or al-tafs┘r is based on al-riw┐yyah and al-ta’w┘l on al-

dir┐yyah.
10

John Wansborough mentioned that al-tafs┘r is dh┴ wajh and 

al-ta’w┘l is dh┴ wuj┴h and one is preferred. In his categorization which 

accept one interpretation and which does not he linked it with al-

mu╒kam and al-mutash┐biah. Former accepts single interpretation so 

falls under al-tafs┘r, latter accepts multiple interpretations so comes 

under al-ta’w┘l.
11

Moreover, al-mu╒kam guides the interpretation of al-

mutash┐bih particularly for the verses related to God. Methodologically 

ambiguous verses are explained in the light of unambiguous ones, same 

principle followed by al-Ghaz┐l┘ as well. Thus, the dichotomy is 

epistemological, and arises when various dimensions are taken in 

consideration. 
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Some early commenters used them interchangeably like al- ║abar┘ (d.  

310 H.) or al-Nasaf┘’s (d. 701H.) commentary bears the title Mad┐rik al-

tanz┘l wa ╓aq┐’iq al-ta’w┘l, but later on distinction 

appeared.
12

Mentioning the reasons of distinction I. Poonawala 

highlighted the political aspect that emergence of sectarian differences 

made al-ta’w┘l a technical word for the symbolic readings, common 

among Sh┘‘┘, Ism┐‘┘l┘, Sufis and the deviated sects.
13

 Whereas for al-

Dhahab┘ with emergence of various disciplines al-ta’w┘l became 

different from al-tafs┘r.
14

Development of al-ta’w┘l reflects the al-

riw┐yyah :al-dir┐yyah distinction. In Poonawala’s opinion sectarian 

differences turned al-ta’w┘l opposite to al-tafs┘r where al-tafs┘r 

represented Sunni orthodoxy and al-ta’w┘l the deviated sects. Further, 

equating Sufis, Sh┘ ‘ites and Ism┐‘┘lites in esoteric explanations cannot be 

justified as al-ta’w┘l among Sunni Sufis remained within the boundaries 

of tradition which would be clear from al-Ghaz┐l┘’s thought. Also, to 

mention political differences only seems unjustified as it cannot produce 

rich civilization like that of Muslims in its early phase. Perhaps al-

Dhahab┘’s claim that intellectual growth is one of the reasons of this 

development is more plausible. Thus, al-ta’w┘l in Sunni tradition meant 

unveiling while not contradicting the literal sense and al-Ghaz┐l┘ is an 

example of it. Connected to it is the pair of al-╘┐hir and al-b┐═in which 

is as follows. 

Al-╙└hir and al-b└║in 

Al-╘┐hir is derived from ╘ahara ya╘haru which means the 

outward sense and is opposite to al-b┐═in denoting obscured 

meaning.
15

Mu‘jam al-Mufrad┐t explains that al-╘┐hir is what is easily 

comprehensible whereas al-b┐═in is not, they also refer to jal┘ and 

khaf┘‘ul┴m.
16

In Holy Qur’┐n al-╘┐hir refers to obvious sense and al-

b┐═in for unobvious one,
17

or to Divine names,
18

He is the manifest or is 

the concealed, Allah is known by His signs and unknown in His real 

being, Allah sees all nevertheless cannot be seen.
19

 

Al-╘┐hir is apparent as against al-b┐═in, this corresponds to al-

tafs┘r: al-ta’w┘l dichotomy where al-b┐═in or al-ta’w┘l is the inward and 

al-tafs┘r or al-╘┐hir is the outward. Al-Suy┴═┘ highlighting the difference 

in them considered al-╘┐hir as plain explanation in contrast to the 

concealed which is revealed to the arb┐b al-╒aq┐’iq only. He also 
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narrates from Ibn ‘Abb┐s that the Holy Qur’┐n is a treasure with 

endless exoteric and esoteric meanings, metaphors, a╒k┐m, al-mu╒kam, 

al-mutash┐bih, where literal is the recitation and concealed its al-ta’w┘l, 

and all these perspectives are important.
20

Prophetic tradition mentions 

that many levels of understanding are present in the Holy Book, there is 

literal, concealed, al-╒add and al-ma═la‘,
21

where al-╒add refers to the 

boundary and al-ma═la‘ to attain ‘llm from above.
22

It can be said that it 

is another expression for outward and inward knowledge ,where al-

╒add is maximization in attaining knowledge and al-ma═la‘ to ascend to 

gain it. 

In what follows brief discussion of al-ta’w┘l among major schools 

in al-Ghaz┐l┘’s age with principles for discerning the inward side would 

be discussed. Valid principles are important and Muslim schools 

overlapped due to difference of approach to them. In his times there 

were two main groups, those who rejected the distinction between al-

╘┐hir and al-b┐═in and denied al-ta’w┘l, other accepted it and the rest 

were between them. Who accepted al-ta’w┘l relied either on reason, 

mysticism, or theology in interpretation while Sh┘‘ites particularly 

Ism┐‘┘lites relied on the authority of Im┐m. 

Al-╙┐hir┘s were extremists and considered the literal sense as the 

only correct one,
23

Ibn ╓azm their eminent figure forbade al-

ta’w┘l.
24

╓anbalites followed them so Im┐m ╓anbal’s saying al-Istiw┐’ 

ma‘l┴m wa al-ka┘fiyah majh┴l wa al-im┐n bihi w┐jib wa al-su’┐l ‘anhu 

bid‘ah is well cited. IbnTaymiyyah condemned it too in ‘Ilm al-b┐═in 

and al-╘┐hir
25

. 

Ism┐‘┘lites were the other extreme who fully authorized their 

Im┐m to interpret. Esoteric understanding is dominant in their thought 

which leads to the right path.
26

 This is well described through the 

explanation of prophetic saying, ‘Between my tomb and the pulpit 

where I preach, there is a garden from among the gardens of Paradise’, 

which he interprets as, “this saying is not to be understood in a literal 

sense. The pulpit for preaching is precisely this literal appearance, that is 

to say, positive religion with all its imperatives and dogmas. The tomb 

is philosophy for in it the exoteric aspect of positive religion and its 

dogmas must undergo the decomposition and dissolution of death”.
27
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For them al-tanz┘l is not clear and the wa╖┘ who is appointed by God 

clarifies it. 

Other schools were between them sharing al-╘┐hir and al-b┐═in 

distinction but varied in interpreting al-b┐═in which is either according 

to madhhab or the requirements of their discipline. For jurists and 

theologians both literal and non-literal senses were significant. Former 

emphasized on the practical aspect whereas later on the theological side 

while considering reason and language vital. Philosophers and Sufis 

valued more the esoteric side but Sufis, within Sunni tradition, balanced 

both aspects in a way that the mysterious could be perceived through 

the literal side only. For philosophers esoteric sense was central with 

language and reason both played their role in interpretation. Further, 

Sufis relied on intuition, a faculty which is above reason and made their 

interpretation unique. They were heavily criticized for ranking 

intuition above reason as it was unaccepted by rationalists or literalists. 

Sufis believe that after fully grasping the outer aspect, truth is unveiled 

through intuition. It is also termed as Ishar┐t Khafiyyah revealed to al-

s┐lik.
28

 According to Quasem, intuition is two dimensional practical and 

cognitive. Al-a‘m┐l al-b┐═inah works at man’s innermost level to refine 

him while not overlooking the external deeds. Whereas rational side 

works on al-ma‘┐n┘ al-b┐═inah,
29

which is condemned by ╙┐hir┘s, 

mu╒addith┴n and ╓anbal┘s.
30

Point of contention here is the cognitive 

dimension that how knowledge is gained through supra rational faculty. 

As this faculty is beyond reason and is experiential so Sufis leave it to be 

known through al-dhawq. Unfortunately, those unqualified simply 

deny its possibility and in the end the gap remains unbridged. 

Al-Ghaz└L├’S Concept Of Exoteric And Esoteric  : 

Exoteric and esoteric concepts are central in al-Ghaz┐l┘’s thought 

and the issues discussed in his writings are briefly as follows.
31

 It was 

hotly debated issue and among the trends present were those who 

denied al-╘┐hir, opposite to them was Ibn ╓anbal who accepted al-ta’w┘l 

only for three prophetic sayings.
32

Those who accepted the distinction 

he categorized them in ascending order of al-ash┐‘irah, al-mu‘tazilah and 

philosophers. Al-Ash┐‘irah were moderate in keeping reason and 

revelation on par, they interpreted the divine attributes while leaving 

the events of Hereafter. Al-Mu‘tazilah were rational they interpreted 
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some happenings of the Hereafter while leaving the rest. Fal┐sah 

excessively relied on reason particularly for resurrection and events of 

the Last Day. In al-Ghaz┐l┘’s judgment division of al-╘┐hir and al-b┐═in is 

important nevertheless proper tools to uncover al-b┐═in is also essential. 

Revelation and reason should be taken equally. This might reflect his 

factional affiliation but reason must be guarded by revelation and it 

helps in understanding revelation as well. Two are connected and 

ignoring anyone can produce undesirable results. For al-Ghaz┐l┘ the 

conflict is methodological, improper tool leads to incorrect perception. 

Ignoring outer or inner aspect or using incorrect tools the interpreter is 

bound to proceed half way. With this now we turn to the nature or 

distinction of non-allegorical and allegorical expressions in his thought. 

Symbolic and non-symbolic are distinctive but complementary 

to each other. Outer aspect is easily grasped by common people whereas 

symbolic is grasped by the elect. There are five levels mentioned in al-

I╒y┐’.
33

 Firstly are the concepts grasped by the prophets. Secondly 

information if told to common people can be harmful like the reality of 

predestination. Thirdly symbols which only intellectuals can 

comprehend. For example, ‘pearls in the neck of pigs’, is to spread 

knowledge among unworthy. Fourthly feelings which requires 

involvement. Finally, speaking of land or sky as stated in the Book of 

God (41:11) is figurative.
34

Thus, al-╘┐hir is different from al-b┐═in but 

completes it and both are important. With this background let us now 

move to definition of al-ta’w┘l. 

Definition of Al-Ta’wῙl: 

Technically al-ta’w┘l is ‘turning away from the outer 

connotation to a possible one’.
35

Al-Ghaz┐l┘ defines it in al-Musta╖f┐ and 

Fay╖al al-Tafriqah. In Al-Musta╖f┐ u╖┴l┘ style is followed to categorize 

text what accepts al-ta’w┘l and what does not. Al-na╖╖ does not accept it 

and al-╘┐hir accepts. It is a possible meaning depending on dal┘l 

(proof)and turns non-symbolic expression to a symbolic one.
36

Al-└mid┘ 

(d. 631 H.) disagreed, for him it is not ‘possibility’ rather is a process of 

carrying a word to certain meaning.
37

In earlier case it is i╒tim┐l and in 

latter procedure through which al-ta’w┘l is done. Though in al-Ghaz┐l┘’s 

definition it is change from non-symbolic to symbolic expression yet 

there is vagueness in it.  
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 In Fay╖al al-Tafriqah it is described according to the five levels of 

‘existence’ to which we will turn shortly, it is a philosophical discussion 

and helps in understanding divine message.
38

Here al-ta’w┘l is the process 

of interpretation and in Whittingham’s view an implied understanding 

of a consequence can be noted too.
39

It is clear that he is not confined to 

one definition, reason might be that he focused on implementation than 

on theoretical discussion. 

 Moreover, whether it is the process or result, dal┘l is essential.
40

Al-

Ghaz┐l┘ explicitly states that al-ta’w┘l rests on dal┘l and reason helps in 

understanding the text. Suitable indicator leads to inward sense 

otherwise outward expression is binding. Explaining in al-Musta╖f┐ he 

pinpoints that sometimes dal┘l is comprehensible and at others obscure, 

at times it is qar┘nah, qiy┐s or some other sign hindering the simple 

sense.
41

 Thus, it depends on language and reason. Let us now take few 

examples from his writings. 

Implemantation of Al-Ta’wῙl: 

 Implementation of al-ta’w┘l is present in various works,
42

 remaining 

within Sunni Sufi tradition he balanced the esoteric and exoteric sides.
43

 

Exoteric is ‘must’ to reach the esoteric as mentioned in Mishk┐t,‘do not 

assume from this specimen of symbolism and its method that you have 

any license from me to ignore the outward… form.’
44

I╒y┐’ is a good 

specimen of how literal sense is related to the inner concept. Issues 

discussed in it are common but ‘reread’ in a different fashion, fiqh is 

looked through the prism of spiritual values. Is such deliberation 

possible is not our concern we only want to look at his approach of 

‘rereading’. For him, this gives rise to intellectualism but it should 

remain within the limits of al-shar‘┘ah. 

 One of the examples of rereading is the prophetic saying, ‘angels of 

Allah enter not a house wherein is a dog’.
45

Here animal and house are 

crucial words. Dog is not disapproved of his shape but of his qualities. 

Home is man’s a dwelling place which can be compared to heart. 

Knowledge is revealed through angels but if the heart is wicked angels 

do not enter it and its purification is needed. Al-Ghaz┐l┘ does not deny 

the outer wordings of ‘dog’ or ‘house’, rather points to the inner sense
46

 

and emphasis on the essence of the argument. 
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 In summary al-Ghaz┐l┘ explored various senses which an expression 

can accept. Text is not restricted to one reading but can have multiple 

meanings. Here language, reason and wisdom help. Coming to the 

principles of interpretation they are as follows. 

Al-Ta’wῙl and It’s Principles: 

These principles as stated in al-Ris┐lah al-Ladunniyyah are: 

the commentator ought to consider the Qur’┐n from the point of view of the 

language and from the point of view of metaphor and from the point of view 

of the composition of the vocables: also from the point of view of the 

particulars of the grammar and of the usage of the Arabs and of the subject-

matter of the philosophers and the doctrine of the Sufis, so that his 

interpretation comes near to the truth of things.
47

 These principles are 

related to Sufism, semantics and reason in his writings. 

Mystical Dimension: 

Cosmology and epistemology are interconnected in Sufi 

interpretation. Cosmos means visible and the invisible worlds taken 

together where invisible has preference over the visible. Al-Ghaz┐l┘ 

mentioned it in Mishk┐t al-anw┐r and I╒y┐’. World of senses is the 

lower and al-‘┐lam al-‘ulaw┘  the above one.
48

In al-Arba‘┘n f┘ U╖ul al-D┘n 

three instead of two spheres are mentioned, the middle is ‘┐lam al-

jabar┴t.
49

It is discussed less so two realm division and its relation with 

knowledge would be dealt here. 

Prior to al-Ghaz┐l┘ it is discussed by mystics and fal┐sifah. In 

Wensinck’s view, foremost mystic who mentioned ulam┐’ al-┐kirah and 

‘ulam┐’ al-duny┐ was al-Makk┘ (d.386 H.).
50

Former were people of qalb 

and could perceive knowledge from above whereas latter possessed 

outward knowledge and were confined in this world.
51

Though he stated 

it explicitly but it was a general notion of Sufi thought.
52

 Muslim 

philosophers tried to solve the relation of ‘One and many’ and the 

interaction of human soul with the higher world through this 

division.
53

For them, the highest realm is of al-‘aql al-awwal then al-‘aql 

al-fa‘‘┐l , lower to it is al-nafs al-kuliyy┘ah, all of them belong to ‘┐lam 

al-malak┴t whereas human soul is from ‘┐lam al-mulk. Active intellect is 

in middle between ‘One and the universal soul’. For them, human soul 

interacts with ‘┐lam al-malak┴t and gain knowledge if purified. In 

Wensinck’s opinion, al-Ghaz┐l┘ was inspired by them so he equated 

Active Intellect and Universal Soul with human reason and soul.
54

No 
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doubt, he was competent in philosophy but was he receptive or 

selective of their ideas must be discerned. He was not simple narrator 

and appreciated only what was religiously or logically acceptable. He 

valued Greek mathematics and logic but not metaphysics.
55

In fact, 

accepting greatness of previous civilizations gave him a wider vision. 

Coming to his two-world concept, they both are connected, 

‘┐lam al-ghayb wa al-malakut is real
56

 and ‘┐lam al-shahadah is its 

duplicate,
57

symbol
58

or shadow
59

. It is not perceived by senses but 

unveiled on death or to purified hearts.
60

 

Man is the center of creation with fundamental importance to 

heart. Al-Ghaz┐l┘ followed mystical view of heart which consists of 

bodily organ and the spiritual entity and both are connected. Spiritual 

side is called al-qalb, al-r┴╒, al-‘aql or al-nafsal-mu═ma’innah, 

interchangeably. This entity is the essence of man which is addressed by 

God and held accountable. Due to its spiritual nature it is called la═┘fah 

rabb┐niyyah r┴╒┐niyyah. Their relation is such that the spiritual entity 

is the king and bodily organ its kingdom.
61

As spiritual entity is related 

to ‘┐lam al-malak┴t and bodily organ to ‘┐lam al-mulk wa al-shah┐dah, a 

connection between man and God is made possible which is a mercy.
62

 

Further, epistemological relation is present between two worlds 

or man and God. Qalb when purified perceives al-‘illm from 

Allah.
63

Common knowledge is gained through senses and reason but 

heart for Sufis is another faculty which is supra rational and not anti-

rational and is more reliable. This is the eye of the heart with cleansing 

it is directed towards ‘┐lam al-malak┴t. As narrated, there is an eye for 

every heart, when Allah bestows His blessings it is opened to what is 

obscure for common vision
64

revealing al-law╒ or al-kitab al-mub┘n and 

knowledge is gained through al-kashf.
65

As this world is an image of the 

upper world knowledge gained is of various levels. Prophets attain it 

through revelation which is clear, for rest it is figurative.
66

It is veiled and 

not stated literally, al-ta’w┘l interprets it. The relation is present in 

symbols purification helps to rise above and gain knowledge of 

symbolic forms. Likeness existing in ‘┐lam al-sh┐hadah and ‘┐lam al-

ghayb is called al-mun┐sibah and al-muw┐zinah by al-Ghaz┐l┘.
67

Gairdner 

translated it as ‘correspondence’, or interconnection.
68

 In it essence is 

significant instead of outer shape. Al-Ghaz┐l┘ referred to dreams as an 
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example, in Arabic it means to cross from outward to inward sense 

while keeping their interconnection. Similarly, resemblance in ‘┐lam al-

shahdah and ‘┐lam al-ghayb is uncovered through al-ta’w┘l. 

Reason and Revelation: 

Reason and revelation are important features of al-Ghaz┐l┘’s 

thought. Unlike the modern age, they are supportive and reason helps 

to understand faith. Being theologian and jurist, reason has prominent 

position in his intellectual edifice. 

In interpretation the initial step of classification of text in literal 

and metaphorical categories is determined by reason and also whether 

the literal meaning is binding or not. In absence of rational criterion, 

differentiation between valid and invalid interpretation can be 

misleading. Rational criterion is called al-Buh┐n in I╒y┐’ and Fay╖al al-

Tafriqah and Frank Griffel translated it as ‘demonstrative proof’.
69

 In 

other writings like  Mi‘y┐r al-‘Ilm, Mu╒ik al-Na╘ar, al-Qis═┐s al-

Mustaq┘m, and al-Musta╖f┐ al-burh┐n is defined as an argument leading 

to sure understanding
70

and is based on experience or al-khabar al-

mutaw┐tir .
71

 Thus, to interpret sa╒r
72

as mercy of Allah is invalid due to 

absence of rational proof. Its literal meaning is valid as it has continuous 

chain of transmitters.
73

 Rational proof is supporting literal sense so 

cannot be interpreted otherwise. 

In Fay╖al al-Tafriqah al-Ghaz┐l┘ considers language and context 

to identify the nature of text. He proposes rational reading and 

elaborated it through concept of existence. 

There are five levels of existence, first al-wuj┴d al-dh┐t┘ (real 

existence), like of animals and earth, their existence is real and perceived 

through senses or reason. They must be taken literally. Second is al-

wuj┴d al-╒iss┘ (existence in sense) an existence in eye only and not 

outside it like dreams or revelation to prophets and al-ilh┐m to friends 

of Allah. Thirdly al-wuj┴d al-khay┐l┘ (being in imagination), like 

prophetic narration of seeing Y┴nus bin Matt┐, is imagination and ‘as if’ 

points to it, they must be interpreted. Fourthly al-wuj┴d al-‘aql┘ 

(conceptual existence) is universal concept like hand refers to power. 

Again, they are non-literal and accept al-ta’w┘l. Lastly al-wuj┴d al-

shubh┘ (similar existence), it is not present in reality, senses or mind, 

but resembles another existence. As angriness or happiness cannot be 
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attributed to God so they are non-literal statements referring to 

similarity of quality. All existences fall within these categories. On the 

top is al-wuj┴d al-dhat┘ which are literal statements, moving down 

wards al-burh┐n determines their position and interpretation is done 

accordingly. Last four accepts al-ta’w┘l as al-burh┐n prohibits literal 

meanings.
74

 

In Ilj┐m al-‘Aw┐m an alternate classification is presented where 

four categories of wuj┴d are mentioned. Here wuj┴d f┘ al-ia‘y┐n 

corresponds to outward being, wuj┴d f┘ al-iadhh┐n to mental wuj┴d , 

wuj┴d f┘ al-lis┐n to being in expression and wuj┴d f┘ al-kit┐bah to being 

in writing form.
75

Al-Ghaz┐l┘ seems to be inconsistence by dividing 

existence in five levels in Fay╖al and four in Ilj┐m. Comparing the two it 

can be seen that they are overlapping with few differences which in turn 

are sub divisions of a particular existence. If put side by side they are 

near to each other, like wuj┴d f┘ al-a‘y┐n corresponds to wuj┴d al-dh┐t┘ 

in Fay╖al, and wuj┴d f┘ iadhh┐n equates wuj┴d al-khay┐l┘ and wuj┴d al-

‘aql┘, and wuj┴d f┘ al-lis┐n and wuj┴d f┘ al-kit┐bah are near to wuj┴d al-

╒iss┘.Thus, he is not inconsistence and as pointed by Peter Heath he 

changes expression according to his listeners which is not discrepancy. 

In Fay╖al he addressed intellectuals using philosophical terms whereas 

Ilj┐m was written for common people.
76

So it is not inconsistency but 

written according to listeners. 

In case of contradiction in reason and revelation what will be the 

standard of judgement, is discussed in Q┐n┴n al-Ta’w┘l. On one side 

were those who considered revelation as principle even if reason 

literally opposes it. Others considered reason a valid criterion and if 

revelation contradicts reason it is to be interpreted figuratively. Rest 

accepted both equally, al-Ghaz┐l┘ was among them. While balancing 

them he suggests that al-ta’w┘l should be in limits as all cannot be 

grasped rationally, secondly rational argument should not be denied as 

revelation is known through it, thirdly interpretation based on 

speculations might lead to false results.
77

 

Thus, reason is important in his thought and revelation being 

sacred requires careful reading. Al-Ghaz┐l┘ proposes clear principles for 

al-ta’w┘l, correct categorization of text is essential for proper 

interpretation. After identifying text, he prefers first the outward 
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meaning only when reason invalidates it, he moves for the inward 

meaning and both are equally important. 

Semantics : 

Language and al-ta’w┘l are interconnected, language directs the 

reading of the text and interpretation. In any language understanding of 

wordings is determined by numerous factors. Language helps in correct 

understanding of text, as explained in al-Musta╖f┐, Mu╒ikal-Na╘ar and 

Mi‘y┐r al-‘Ilm. He compared language with stairs, as climbing to a roof 

without stairs is unthinkable so is the case of understanding text. True 

understanding requires knowing language, grammar, literature of pre-

Islamic age, and so on.
78

 

Due to limited space, we will deal in language what is relevant to 

al-ta’w┘l. Relation of words to their meaning and do they have one 

meaning or more is discussed in Mi‘y┐r al-‘ilm, Mu╒ik al-na╘ar, al-

Musta╖f┐ and Mi‘r┐j al-S┐lik┘n. So, words have dual face as to their 

dal┐lah (signification), they point to the outer shape and to the 

crux.
79

This helps in comprehension of text and its interpretation. For 

example, the word ‘hand’ has a physical form and its inner essence is 

‘power’, when attributed to God its inner essence is appropriate.
80

 

Figurative expressions are termed maj┐z, according to Jurj┐n┘ it 

is from the verb j┐z meaning to go beyond the apparent sense because of 

a likeness present for example brave man is called lion. Maj┐z is a 

borrowed expression and likeness can be in form of word, features or a 

closeness present.
81

Some of its sub-divisions are isti‘┐rah (metaphor), 

maql┴b (inversion), ╒adhf (ellipsis), tikr┐r (repetition), ish┐r┐h (allusion) 

and idiom.
82

 

Historically maj┐z developed gradually
83

 and is best understood 

in light of its opposite ╒aq┘qah. Difference in them has been a debated 

issue, ╘ah┐r┘s, ╒anbal┘s and malik┘s rejected it arguing that it shows 

failure on the part of Allah to express.
84

. Others accepted it, as it 

beautifies the expression. Commenting on it Wolfhart Heinrich pointed 

that there are metaphorical phrases which requires ‘uncovering’ and 

factors like j┐hil┘ literature, poetry, and personal opinion work in it.
85

As 

personal judgment was unaccepted by them so maj┐z was rejected. 

While al-Ghaz┐l┘ accepted and outlined rules for it, still he was 

criticized. 
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Maj┐z in al-Ghaz┐l┘’s view is related to ontology. Those who 

accepted it two trends are seen due to difference of opinion in their 

worldviews. Some considered physical world real and tried to 

understand the non-physical through it. As theologians stated ‘to 

evaluate the unseen on the basis of seen’ (qiy┐s al-sh┐hid ‘al┐ al-gh┐’ib). 

They followed reason, in their view maj┐z symbolizes the unseen realm. 

Other opinion is of Ibn ‘Arab┘ and his school, for them unseen world is 

real, and the seen is to be comprehended in the light of unseen. Physical 

world is to be crossed as maj┐z is from j┐z, yaj┴z meaning to go 

beyond.
86

Though al-Ghaz┐l┘ and Ibn ‘Arab┘ followed the same line of 

thought, understanding seen through unseen but al-Ghaz┐l┘ merged 

kal┐m┘ features as well. Undoubtedly, he was exceptional and could 

beautifully merge diverse notions which ranked him high. 

Thus, language and its rules are indispensable in uncovering the 

text. Considering one aspect, literal or non-literal, and ignoring other 

produces undesirable results which is why al-Ghaz┐l┘ criticized literalists 

for their narrowness and others for overlooking the apparent side, with 

this we turn to its status. 

Status of al-Ta’wῙl 

Faced with strong criticism al-Ghaz┐l┘ justified al-ta’w┘l by 

providing proofs from religious sources and reason. For him, Qur’┐n 

cannot be confined to one particular meaning, there are levels present, 

like al-╘┐hir, al-b┐═in, al-╒add and al-ma═la‘. Similarly, prophets 

addressed people according to their level of understanding.
87

 The Holy 

Qur’┐n is an unfathomable sea, whosoever confines it to the literal sense 

is revealing his own ignorance. 

The Holy Qur’┐n narrates about God, His attributes and acts 

which is the essence of knowledge. There are ish┐r┐t unveiled through 

contemplation or else the person will remain on the boundary only. To 

substantiate it, al-Ghaz┐l┘ quoted Ibn ‘Abb┐s that the verse “He grants 

Hikmah to whom He pleases, and he, to whom Hikmah is granted, is 

indeed granted abundant good” (2:269) refers to knowledge of the Holy 

Qur’┐n. In Jaw┐hir al-Qur’┐n comes:  

The principles of those sciences which we have enumerated and of 

those which we have not specified, are not out side of the Qur’┐n, and all of 

these sciences are drawn out of one of the seas of knowledge of God (may He 

be exalted), ….The Qur’┐n is (like) a sea which has no shore…
88
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As narrated in the Holy Qur’┐n “Say (O Muhammad…): “If the 

sea were ink for (writing) the Words of my Lord, surely, the sea would 

be exhausted before the Words of my Lord would be finished, even if 

We brought (another sea) like it for its aid.” (18:109). It comes in the 

prophetic tradition, ‘read the Qur’┐n and seek to know its (deep) 

strange meanings (by eliciting and understanding)’.
89

 

Rationally looking to deny personal opinion in interpretation is 

impossible. The description for the Holy Qur’┐n as narrated by the 

messenger of Allah is less in volume as compared to what is narrated by 

Ibn ‘Abbas, Ibn Mas‘ud or other companions. Undoubtedly, this is a 

collection of their own views. Secondly companions differed in their 

explanations to the Holy Qur’┐n which reflects their effort to 

comprehend it. And supposing interpretation and revelation both were 

the wordings of the Book of God then there was no need for the prayer 

for Ibn ‘Abbas. Fourthly deducing meanings from the Book of God 

comes in ┐yat “the proper investigators would have understood it from 

them (directly).” (4:83) And this is not just to hear and narrate from the 

experts, rather it involves contemplation and use of reason. 

Thus, al-Ghaz┐l┘ disagreed simply narrating the traditions as the 

Holy Qur’┐n is an ocean and requires expert to dive. Those who refused 

personal opinion in understanding the Qur’┐n show their own 

ignorance. At the same time, it is not a free land that anybody enters it, 

only who fulfills its requirements are allowed to interpret. 

Qualities Required In This Field : 

Due to importance of al-ta’w┘l, al-Ghaz┐l┘, discussed the qualities 

required for an interpreter highlighting whether it may be allowed for 

all or for few people. In a categorical manner he allowed it for a trained 

person only and restricted for others. No explicit term is mentioned to 

designate them, they are called the ‘chosen ones’, ‘scholars’, ‘far-sighted’ 

etc. and can be known on the basis of their competency.
90

 Their hearts 

must be purified, enlightened by al-dhikr and are true followers of al-

shar┘‘ah. With self-discipline they attain knowledge from above and can 

easily reflect on it.
91

 In other words their internal eye is opened and 

linked with the spiritual world. As mentioned “By Nafs (Adam,…), and 

Him Who perfected him in proportion; Then He showed him what is 

wrong for him and what is right for him.” (91:7-8) 
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Purification or tasfiyah in Margaret Smith’s translation is 

‘making sound of the soul and its return to its original disposition’. 

There are stages in it: firstly, to have sound knowledge, secondly deep 

contemplation connects with the ‘Spiritual Realm’,
92

 helps in acquiring 

‘ilm. Through it the two worlds are related and helps in interpretation. 

Returning to the ‘elected people’, they are on the high risk. Few 

are saved may be one among many. Scholars of letters, grammarians, of 

╒adith, tafsir, jurists, theologians are untrained for it and are not 

allowed to interpret.
93

Regarding symbolic verses the common people 

must believe that this knowledge is with God, His messengers, and 

sincere lovers of Allah. Level of understanding among commoners and 

intellectuals varies, they must be treated like children while explaining 

any profound idea.
94

It is evident from above that al-Ghaz┐l┘, permitted 

al-ta’w┘l for ‘the elected ones’ only.  
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